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Abstract

it places φ functions for each variable in every basic block. In the
second step, it iteratively removes trivial φ functions, i.e., φ functions that reference at most one value other than itself. Aycock and
Horspool provide a hand-written proof that their approach produces
minimal SSA form for reducible control flow graphs (CFGs).
More recently, Braun et al. [9] presented an efficient SSA construction algorithm that produces minimal and pruned SSA form.
The algorithm constructs SSA form directly from the AST, which
makes it suited for compilers with intermediate representations that
rely on SSA form, like libFirm [2]. Moreover, the algorithm uses
only basic data structures if minimality is required only for reducible CFGs. Thus, it is a promising algorithm for verified compilers. In this paper, we use the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL to
reason about the correctness and quality of the SSA construction
algorithm. Our contributions are:

Modern compilers use intermediate representations in static single assignment (SSA) form, which simplifies many optimizations.
However, the high implementation complexity of efficient SSA
construction algorithms poses a challenge to verified compilers. In
this paper, we consider a variant of the recent SSA construction
algorithm by Braun et al. that combines simplicity and efficiency,
and is therefore a promising candidate to tackle this challenge. We
prove the correctness of the algorithm using the theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL. Furthermore, we prove that the algorithm constructs
pruned SSA form and, in case of a reducible control flow graph,
minimal SSA form. To the best of our knowledge, these are the
first formal proofs regarding the quality of an SSA construction
algorithm. Finally, we replace the SSA construction of the CompCertSSA project with code extracted by Isabelle’s code generator
to demonstrate the applicability to real world programs.

• A machine-checked correctness proof for a functional variant

of Braun et al.’s SSA construction algorithm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification—Correctness proofs; D.3.4
[Programming Languages]: Processors—Compilers

• A machine-checked proof that the algorithm produces pruned

SSA form.
• A machine-checked proof of the general fact that removing all

Keywords Verified compilers, Isabelle/HOL, SSA form, SSA
construction

1.

trivial φ functions leads to minimal SSA form for reducible
CFGs. This implies that the algorithm by Braun et al. as well as
the algorithm by Aycock and Horspool produce minimal SSA
form for reducible CFGs.

Introduction

Many modern compilers employ intermediate representations in
static single assignment (SSA) form for their optimization phases,
including GCC [1], Java HotSpot [14], libFirm [2] and LLVM [15].
SSA form makes def-use relations explicit and simplifies many optimization algorithms such as common sub-expression elimination
or invariant code motion [5].
For the construction of SSA form, the literature offers multiple algorithms that differ in implementation complexity, runtime
efficiency and output size. Production compilers choose a fast algorithm that produces only necessary φ functions at the cost of increased implementation complexity. This algorithm class includes
the one by Cytron et al. [11] as well as the one by Sreedhar and
Gao [22], which produce minimal SSA form and can be augmented with liveness information to additionally produce pruned
SSA form.
Contrarily, verified compilers need algorithms that are simple
enough to prove their correctness. An example is the algorithm by
Aycock and Horspool [6] that uses a two-phased approach. First,

• The integration of our work into the verified C compiler Comp-

CertSSA [8] that allows us to evaluate the code extracted by
Isabelle’s code generator on real world programs.
Section 2 of this paper defines SSA form and describes various
SSA construction algorithms including Braun et al.’s. In Section 3,
we define our abstract Isabelle/HOL representation of SSA form.
Section 4 presents our functional implementation of Braun et al.’s
algorithm in Isabelle/HOL that is suitable for formal verification.
The proofs are separated into correctness (Section 5) and minimality (Section 6). In Section 7, we discuss the integration into the
CompCertSSA compiler and its runtime efficiency. Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 concludes this paper.

2.

Background

In this section, we review the definition of SSA form and various SSA construction algorithms and discuss the selection of
Braun et al.’s algorithm as the paper’s subject. Furthermore, we
list the Isabelle tools and frameworks used in the paper.
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2.1

SSA Form

SSA form was introduced and defined by Rosen et al. [19]. It is
based on the control flow graph (CFG) of the source program. A
CFG is in SSA form if every variable contained in the CFG’s basic
blocks is statically assigned at most once. In other words, SSA
form does not track the mutable variables of the source program
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but merely their values. In this paper, we will call these identifiers
SSA values, whereas variables will always refer to identifiers in the
original CFG.
In the general case, SSA form cannot be achieved by renaming variables alone. If the definitions of two distinct SSA values
reach the same basic block, a φ function may be inserted in order to decide which definition to use. A φ function has as many
parameters as its basic block has predecessors. When control flow
enters the basic block through an edge, the φ function evaluates to
the corresponding parameter. We will call SSA values defined by φ
functions φ definitions and all other definitions simple definitions.
2.2

readVariable(variable, block):
if currentDef[variable] contains block:
return currentDef[variable][block]
if |block.preds| = 1:
# Optimize the common case of one predecessor:
# No phi needed
val ← readVariable(variable, block.preds[0])
else:
# Break potential cycles with operandless phi
phi ← new Phi(block)
currentDef[variable][block] ← phi
# Determine operands from predecessors
for pred in phi.block.preds:
phi.appendOperand(readVariable(variable, pred))
val ← tryRemoveTrivialPhi(phi)
currentDef[variable][block] ← val
return val

SSA Construction Algorithms

Cytron et al. [11] first described an SSA construction algorithm that
is both efficient and leads to only moderate increase in program
size. Specifically, the algorithm is based on the observation that φ
functions are only needed at the iterated dominance frontiers of basic blocks containing a variable definition. Cytron et al. call a valid
set of φ function placements that adheres to this condition minimal.
They present an algorithm to compute the dominance frontiers and
φ placements and, using a set of sample programs, argue that the
transformation is effectively linear for practical inputs.
The total number of placed φ functions, however, is not necessarily minimal yet. An SSA CFG (a CFG in SSA form) may further be pruned to eliminate φ functions that (transitively) only have
other φ definitions as users. Choi et al. [10] extend Cytron et al.’s
algorithm with liveness analysis to produce both pruned and minimal SSA form.
Sreedhar and Gao [22] use DJ-graphs, an extension of dominator trees, to “obtain, on average, more than five-fold speedup over
[Cytron et al.’s] algorithm.” It is used in e.g. LLVM for this reason [3].
In contrast to the complex dominance frontiers computation,
Aycock and Horspool [6] propose a simple construction algorithm
consisting of two phases: The RC phase (“really crude phase”) constructs a maximal SSA form by inserting φ functions for every variable into every basic block. The minimization phase then iteratively
eliminates a special class of φ functions we will call trivial φ functions using the following rules:

tryRemoveTrivialPhi(phi):
same ← None
for op in phi.operands:
if op = same || op = phi:
continue # Unique value or self−reference
if same 6= None:
# phi merges at least two values: not trivial
return phi
same ← op
if same = None:
# phi is unreachable or in the start block
same ← new Undef()
# Remember all users except phi itself
users ← phi.users.remove(phi)
# Reroute all uses of phi to same and remove phi
phi.replaceBy(same)
# Recurse for all phi users, which might have become trivial
for use in users:
if use is a Phi:
tryRemoveTrivialPhi(use)
return same

Figure 1. Pseudo code of the algorithm due to Braun et al. The
code has been slightly edited for clarity. Calling readVariable
for every variable and every block it is used in yields pruned and
(for reducible CFGs) minimal SSA form.

1. A φ definition of form x = φ(x, . . . , x) can be trivially removed.
2. A φ definition of form x = φ(v1 , . . . , vn ) where there is
another SSA value y such that v1 , . . . , vn ∈ {x, y} can be
removed if all occurrences of x are subsequently replaced by
y.

Whereas the dominance frontier-based algorithms work from
the variables’ definition sites by computing their iterated dominance frontiers, Braun et al.’s algorithm starts at their use sites,
implicitly ensuring prunedness of the output. In its most basic version, the algorithm searches backwards for reaching definitions of
the variable used. If the search encounters a join point (a basic block
with more than one predecessor), it places a φ function in the basic
block and recursively continues the search in all predecessor blocks
to look up the new φ function’s parameters. The search stops at basic blocks containing a simple definition of the variable or a φ definition placed earlier. Therefore, the search never visits the same
join point twice, ensuring termination. Braun et al. then extend
the algorithm to remove trivial φ functions described by Aycock
and Horspool’s rules above, yielding minimal SSA form for reducible CFGs. Finally, by computing strongly connected components (SCCs) of redundant φ functions, Braun et al. achieve minimal SSA form for all inputs; however, we will focus on the reducible case for this paper. Figure 1 shows the relevant parts of the
pseudo code implementation provided by Braun et al. [9].

While this class of redundant φ functions has already been described by Rosen et al. in the original SSA paper, Aycock and
Horspool first proved that exhaustively applying these rules yields
minimal SSA form for reducible CFGs. They conclude that the algorithm constructs SSA form on par with Cytron et al.’s algorithm
for most constructs in programming languages and that the overhead of constructing the maximal SSA form is measurable but negligible when compared to the total compilation time.
Like Aycock and Horspool, Braun et al. [9] describe an SSA
construction algorithm they call “simple” because, in contrast to
Cytron et al.’s algorithm, it does not depend on additional analyses.
However, they also aim for efficiency and demonstrate that their
algorithm’s performance is on par with LLVM’s implementation of
Sreedhar and Gao’s algorithm. An important property that leads to
this result is that there is no need to construct a non-SSA CFG prior
to executing the algorithm. Instead, the algorithm can construct
SSA form directly while building the CFG and additionally employ
simple optimizations on the fly.
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locale graph =
fixes αe :: 0g ⇒ ( 0node × 0edgeD × 0node) set
and αn :: 0g ⇒ 0node list
and inEdges :: 0g ⇒ 0node ⇒ ( 0node × 0edgeD) list
assumes αn-correct:
αn g ⊇ fst ‘ αe g ∪ snd ‘ snd ‘ αe g
assumes αn-distinct:
distinct (αn g)
assumes inEdges-correct:
set (inEdges g n) = {(f ,d). (f ,d,n) ∈ αe g}
begin
definition predecessors g n ≡ map fst (inEdges g n)
end

locale CFG = graph +
fixes defs :: 0g ⇒ 0node ⇒ 0var set
and uses :: 0g ⇒ 0node ⇒ 0var set
assumes defs-uses-disjoint: defs g n ∩ uses g n = {}
assumes defs-finite: finite (defs g n)
assumes uses-finite: finite (uses g n)
locale CFG-wf = CFG +
assumes def-ass-uses:
[[v ∈ uses g m; g ` Entry g−ns→m]]
=⇒ ∃ n ∈ ns. v ∈ defs g n

Figure 4. Definition of locales CFG and CFG-wf

Figure 2. Interface of the graph context used in the formalization.
Some intermediary locales have been omitted for clarity.
2.3

accordingly and exports them to the outer context. Our formalization contains two interpretations of the locales. One that describes
the CFGs of a simple While language from [25], and a generic interpretation that is used to produce a working OCaml version of
the formalized algorithm. The first interpretation shows that the
locale’s assumptions are sane, while we use the second together
with Isabelle’s code generator to export the signatures of the locale’s parameters as well as the instantiated definitions to other
functional languages. For each exported definition, the code generator takes the definitional lemmas tagged as code equations and
converts them to the specified target language. Our formalization
contains code equations for all definitions needed by the functional
variant of Braun et al.’s algorithm, ensuring the extracted OCaml
version uses the same code the correctness proofs works on.
We extend the graph locale with two further definitions: a predicate g ` n−ns→m that holds iff there is a path (a list of nodes)
ns from n to m in g (with n and m being included in ns), and a
fixed node Entry g that is assumed to have no incoming edges, but
to reach all other nodes. The full definitions can be found in the
formalization [24].

Isabelle and Isabelle/HOL

The proofs of this paper are written in and verified by the interactive theorem prover Isabelle2015. We use Isabelle’s default object
logic called Isabelle/HOL. It reuses common syntax for most mathematical operations and basic functional notations.
Isabelle/HOL’s basic types include nat and bool. Algebraic data
types may be defined using the keyword datatype, e.g.
datatype 0a option = Some 0a | None

Here 0a is a type variable.
Non-recursive functions can be defined by definition, recursive
ones by function. The function the :: 0a option ⇒ 0a unwraps an
option value; the result of the None is the special value undefined.
The function Option.map :: ( 0a ⇒ 0b) ⇒ 0a option ⇒ 0b option applies a function to Some values and leaves None values unchanged.
Type 0a * 0b denotes a partial function and is an alias for 0a ⇒ 0b
option.
Further HOL types are pairs ( 0a × 0b, unpacked by functions
fst and snd), sets ( 0a set) and lists ( 0a list). Lists are either the
empty list [] or the result of prepending an element x to another
list xs, denoted by x # xs. xs ! i is the ith element of xs (0-indexed),
the list concatenation operator is called @. The value of the list
comprehension [f x . x ← xs] is the result of applying f to every
item of xs. f ‘ A is the image of set A under the function f.
In propositions, free variables are implicitly universally quantified. For bundling assumptions, [[P; Q]] =⇒ R can be used as a
shortcut for P =⇒ Q =⇒ R.
2.4

3.

CFG and SSA Representation

When formalizing an intermediate representation (IR) transformation such as SSA construction, one can choose to do so using a
specific intermediate representation, which is mostly useful when
verifying a concrete compiler implementation such as in the CompCertSSA project, or use an abstract representation that can be applied to a broad class of languages. We choose the latter option
by abstractly modeling the minimum structure needed by the algorithm as locales, then later instantiate the model to show that all
locale assumptions can be fulfilled.
Going back to the algorithm’s definition, we see that while the
algorithm uses the CFG’s structure, it is not concerned about any
edge labels. Of the basic blocks’ contents, it is only interested in use
sites to start its search from, and def sites to terminate the search
at. Therefore, we abstract away the concrete content (such as a list
of statements) of a block to merely the set of its def and use sites;
Figure 3 shows these simplifications applied to a sample program.
Since this abstraction loses the order of execution inside the block,
basic blocks with intra-block data dependencies may have to be
split prior to applying it.
Figure 4 shows the formalization of the CFG in the CFG locale, including a definite assignment assumption in a derived locale
CFG-wf, meaning every variable must be defined before it is used.
While this assumption is not needed for the definition of the construction algorithm, it will be necessary for both the minimization
proof and the semantics preservation proof.
By extending the locale with φ functions, we finally define an
abstract locale for SSA CFGs (Figure 5). Because the left-hand
sides of φ definitions in a node must be mutually distinct, the set
of all φ definitions in the graph can be characterized as a map-

Graph Framework and Isabelle Locales

For representing the CFG structure, we use an abstract graph framework by Nordhoff and Lammich [18]. It contains a hierarchy of locales, an Isabelle abstraction mechanism comparable to ML’s module system [7]. A locale fixes some set of operations (also called its
parameters), then describes assumptions these operations should
fulfill. Lemmas and definitions declared in the context of the locale
may use any of these assumptions. Existing locales can be imported
into new ones by use of the + operator.
Figure 2 shows a locale expression that describes the proof
context for graphs we use in the formalization. The operations
declared here are αe and αn, the projection of a graph onto its
edges and its nodes, respectively, and inEdges. The latter function
returns a list of edges instead of a set, so there is some non-specified
but fixed linear order on incoming edges. We will later use this
order to make a connection between incoming edges and positional
arguments of a φ function.
By interpreting a locale, that is, instantiating its parameters with
actual functions that fulfill the locale’s assumptions, Isabelle substitutes the parameters in the locale’s set of lemmas and definitions
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Entry

Entry

1 x = f ();

1 {x} := {}

2 x > 1?

2 {} := {x}

no
3 h(x);

yes
3 {} := {x}

4 x > 2?

4 {} := {x}

yes
5 {y} := {x}

5 x = g(x);
no

5’ {x} := {y}

6 {} := {}

6

Figure 3. Original CFG and simplified CFG. The simplification removes all edge annotations and replaces block contents with the respective
def and use sets, separated by := symbols. Block 5 has to be split and a temporary variable y has to be introduced to preserve the order of
execution.
ping from 0node × 0val, a pair of containing node and the left-hand
side, to the right-hand side, i.e., an argument list 0val list. Function phiDefs extracts all identifiers of a block defined by φ functions. Assumption phis-wf ensures the length of an argument list
corresponds to the number of predecessors of the containing block.
Assumptions simpleDefs-phiDefs-disjoint and allDefs-disjoint describe the core property of SSA form: Every SSA value is defined
at most once.
As with the CFG locale, we demand definite assignment in a
derived locale CFG-SSA-wf. The only difference to CFG-wf is that
defs and uses are replaced with allDefs and allUses, respectively.
Finally, we derive from both CFG-wf and CFG-SSA-wf in order
to describe a transformation from the former to the latter as a new
locale CFG-SSA-Transformed (Figure 6). In it, we assume the existence of a function var that maps every SSA value to the original
variable it belongs to; we will need this relation for the semantics
preservation proof. We also use it to state that the transformation
should not change the simple definition or use sets (modulo var
application). Since we implicitly assume the transformation not to
change the graph structure by using the same parameters for both
locales, this means that the only changes the transformation is allowed to perform are adding φ functions and splitting variables into
distinct SSA values.
Lastly, CFG-SSA-Transformed includes two assumptions that
are satisfied by most SSA construction algorithms, including
Cytron et al.’s. The first assumption states that a φ function’s parameters must belong to the same original variable as the definition
itself. In other words, the set of φ nets – φ functions that are transitively connected – is partitioned by the var function. The second
assumption describes Conventional SSA (CSSA, [23]) Form: An
SSA CFG is in CSSA form iff all variables of the same φ net are
interference-free, i.e., a path from a definition to its use site may
not contain another definition from the same φ net. The CSSA assumption is most important because Cytron et al.’s definition of
SSA minimality, on which our minimality proof is based, implicitly requires it. Note, however, that integrating further on-the-fly
optimizations into Braun et al.’s algorithm such as copy propagation (which we do not in this paper) may in general break both of
these assumptions.

locale CFG-SSA = CFG +
fixes phis :: 0g ⇒ 0node × 0val * 0val list
assumes phis-finite:
finite (dom (phis g))
assumes phis-wf :
phis g (n,v) = Some args
=⇒ length (predecessors g n) = length args
assumes simpleDefs-phiDefs-disjoint:
defs g n ∩ phiDefs g n = {}
assumes allDefs-disjoint:
n 6= m =⇒ allDefs g n ∩ allDefs g m = {}
begin
definition phiDefs g n ≡ {v. (n,v) ∈ dom (phis g)}
definition allDefs g n ≡ defs g n ∪ phiDefs g n
definition phiUses g n ≡ {v. ∃ n 0 ∈ successors g n.
∃ v 0 ∈ phiDefs g n 0.
(n,v) ∈ (zip (predecessors g n 0) (the (phis g (n 0,v 0))))}
definition: allUses g n ≡ uses g n ∪ phiUses g n
end

Figure 5. Definition of locale CFG-SSA

4.

Construction

The imperative pseudo-code implementation of Braun et al.’s algorithm in Figure 1 combines the basic version achieving prunedness
and its first extension achieving minimality for reducible inputs.
While preserving the algorithm’s structure and output, we instead
define a functional version that is more amenable to formal verification by splitting the algorithm into these two parts:
1. transforming a valid CFG into a valid, pruned SSA CFG, that is,
the functionality of readVariable in the pseudo code without
the invocation of tryRemoveTrivialPhi.
2. transforming any reducible SSA CFG into a minimal one
by removing any trivial φ functions, i.e., the functionality of
tryRemoveTrivialPhi.
This mirrors Aycock and Horspool’s two-phase algorithm except,
of course, that our first phase is not “crude” at all but computes
pruned SSA form instead of maximal SSA form.
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locale CFG-SSA-Transformed =
CFG-SSA-wf αe αn invar inEdges Entry defs uses phis +
old: CFG-wf αe αn invar inEdges Entry oldDefs oldUses
fixes var :: 0val ⇒ 0var
assumes oldDefs-correct:
oldDefs g n = var ‘ defs g n
assumes oldUses-correct:
oldUses g n = var ‘ uses g n
assumes allDefs-var-disjoint:
[[v ∈ allDefs g n; v 0 ∈ allDefs g n; v 6= v 0]]
=⇒ var v 0 6= var v
assumes phis-same-var:
[[phis g (n,v) = Some vs; v 0 ∈ vs]]
=⇒ var v 0 = var v
assumes conventional:
[[g ` n−ns→m; n ∈
/ tl ns; v ∈ allDefs g n; v ∈ allUses g m;
x ∈ tl ns; v 0 ∈ allDefs g x]]
=⇒ var v 0 6= var v

value. Therefore, an SSA value can be uniquely identified by the
following pair:
type-synonym ( 0node, 0var) ssaVal = 0var × 0node

Looking up a φ function’s parameters is a simple backwards
search that terminates at definitions in the input CFG and at join
points. The definition of phiDefNodes guarantees that reached join
points indeed contain a φ function for v.
function lookupDef
:: 0g ⇒ 0node ⇒ 0var ⇒ ( 0node, 0var) ssaVal where
lookupDef g n v =
if v ∈ defs g n then (v,n)
else case predecessors g n of
[m] ⇒ lookupDef g m v
| - ⇒ (v,n)

Figure 7 shows the actual output generated by the final algorithm and exemplifies the use of ssaVal.
With this, the three function parameters defs, uses and phis of
the CFG-SSA locale can be instantiated with new functions using
ssaVal instead of 0var.

Figure 6. Definition of locale CFG-SSA-Transformed. Note that
both base locales are instantiated with identical graph parameters,
but different defs and uses parameters.

4.1

definition defs 0 :: 0g ⇒ 0node ⇒ ( 0node, 0var) ssaVal set where
defs 0 g n ≡ (λv. (v,n)) ‘ defs g n
definition uses 0 :: 0g ⇒ 0node ⇒ ( 0node, 0var) ssaVal set where
uses 0 g n ≡ lookupDef g n ‘ uses g n
definition phis 0 :: 0g ⇒ ( 0node, ( 0node, 0var) ssaVal) phis where
phis 0 g ≡ λ(n,(v,m)).
if m = n ∧ n ∈ phiDefNodes g v
then Some [lookupDef g m v . m ← predecessors g n]
else None

Basic Construction

For the first phase, we can build a very declarative implementation
by further splitting it into two different tasks: looking up the places
where to insert φ functions, and looking up the parameters of a
single φ function. The following algorithm collects the set of the
insertion points for a variable v starting from a node n.
function phiDefNodes-aux
:: 0g ⇒ 0var ⇒ 0node list ⇒ 0node ⇒ 0node set where
phiDefNodes-aux g v unvisited n =
if n ∈
/ set unvisited ∨ v ∈ defs g n then {}
else fold (op ∪)
[phiDefNodes-aux g v (removeAll n unvisited) m .
m ← predecessors g n]
(if length (predecessors g n) 6= 1 then {n} else {})

Function defs 0 simply lifts definitions in the input CFG to
ssaVals. uses 0 maps the original use sets via lookupDef. phis 0 first
verifies the SSA value (v, m) is indeed a φ function in the node n,
then looks up v’s definition in each predecessor node.
These three functions constitute a valid CFG-SSA interpretation:
interpretation braun-ssa:
CFG-SSA αe αn invar inEdges Entry defs 0 uses 0 phis 0

Parameter unvisited, a list of unvisited nodes, is passed along
to ensure termination (unlike sets, Isabelle/HOL lists are implicitly
finite). Finding a simple definition of v terminates the search, too.
Otherwise, the function recurses into all predecessors of n and collects the respective result sets using a fold over the union operator.
n is included if it is a join point.
If the recursion visits the entry node, it places an empty φ function in the node. This can be interpreted as “garbage in, garbage
out”: To create this situation, there must be a path in the input CFG
from the entry node to a use site without a corresponding definition on it. The definite assignment assumption of locale CFG-wf,
on which our correctness proof is based, disallows such a path, but
it is still useful for the algorithm to be executable without this assumption.
We can now describe the locations of all φ functions of v using
another fold over all use sites.

To prove this theorem, the assumptions of both CFG and
CFG-SSA have to be shown based on defs 0, uses 0 and phis 0. The
proofs follow directly from the definitions.
To show that the SSA CFG is pruned, we first define what a
live SSA value is. If an SSA value is used outside of a φ function,
it is marked as live. Incrementally, if an SSA value marked as
live is defined by a φ function, we mark its parameters as live.
This iterative definition, which reflects Isabelle’s implementation
of inductive definitions as least fixed points, prevents an SSA value
from being considered live simply because it is its own user.
definition phiArg g v v 0 ≡
∃ n vs. phis g (n,v) = Some vs ∧ v 0 ∈ vs
inductive liveVal :: 0val ⇒ bool where
val ∈ uses g n =⇒ liveVal g val
| [[liveVal g v; phiArg g v v 0]] =⇒ liveVal g v 0
definition pruned ≡ ∀ g n val. val ∈ phiDefs g n −→ liveVal val

definition phiDefNodes :: 0g ⇒ 0var ⇒ 0node set where
phiDefNodes g v ≡
fold (op ∪)
[phiDefNodes-aux g v (αn g) n . n ← αn g, v ∈ uses g n] {}

It follows that the constructed SSA CFG is pruned.
theorem phis 0-pruned: braun-ssa.pruned

The proof works by showing that every SSA value (v, m) is live,
where v is a variable and m a node in the result of phiDefNodesaux for any use site n of v. By definition of phiDefNodes-aux, m
and n must be connected by an interference-free path. By reverse
induction over the path, the proof then iteratively shows the liveness
of every φ function on it, up to and including (v, m) itself.

Having identified the locations of all φ functions, the remaining
task is to look up their parameters. But first, we need a scheme for
representing SSA values. A common scheme is to add a sequential
index to all occurrences of a variable. However, in the simplified
case of the formalization, for every original variable and node in
the SSA CFG there may be at most one definition of an SSA
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Entry

Entry

1 {x1 } := {}

1 {x} := {}

2

2 {} := {x}

3 {} := {x}

3 {} := {x2 }

4 {} := {x}

x2 = φ(x1 , x6 )
{} := {x2 }

4 {} := {x2 }

5 {x} := {x}

5 {y5 } := {x2 }

5’ {x} := {y}

5’ {x50 } := {y5 }

6

6 {} := {}

x6 = φ(x2 , x50 )
{} := {}

Figure 7. Simplified CFG and the SSA CFG generated by the algorithm. SSA values are printed by appending the number of the node the
variable is defined in as an index to the variable name.
4.2

Removing Trivial Phi Functions

Figure 9 constitute a valid CFG-SSA-Transformed instantiation that
is also free of trivial φ functions.

Braun et al. demonstrate the removal of trivial φ functions as an
example of an on-the-fly IR optimization that can be combined
with their basic construction algorithm. Whenever they complete
a φ function, they check whether it is trivial. If it is, they remove it
from the CFG and recursively check all of its former users, which,
they argue, results in all trivial φ functions being removed in the
end.
With an immutable CFG data structure, this approach becomes
infeasible. Instead, we implement the transformation of removing
a single trivial φ function, then close over it via a fixed-point iteration. This functional version is trivially correct in removing all
trivial φ functions and, since the total number of φ functions is
finite, always terminates. Additionally, the transformation is completely independent from the basic SSA construction, so we can
implement it for arbitrary SSA CFGs and prove its properties independently from the preceding proofs.
Given a graph with a non-empty set of trivial φ functions and
a user-defined function chooseNext that returns an arbitrary element of it1 , we remove the element by adapting a non-recursive
tryRemoveTrivialPhi of the pseudo code. Figure 8 shows the
definition of the new uses and phis functions – no other locale parameters are modified by the transformation. This also tells us what
the fixed-point iteration should operate on: a pair of uses and phis
functions, as shown in Figure 9. All other functions can be used
from the outer, original context. Also note that we do not consider
trivial φ functions φ(v) = (v, . . . , v) that only depend on themselves as defined by Aycock and Horspool. One can easily see that
such φ functions do not satisfy the definite assignment assumption.
More formally, successfully completing the minimality proof later
on will implicitly tell us that our definition of trivial φ functions is
exhaustive.
For the proof, most work is related to proving that all SSA CFG
invariants are maintained by the transformation. Many of these
proofs are based on the important fact that the basic block of a
trivial φ function is strictly dominated by the basic block of its
other argument. Together, these proofs show that the functions from
1 for

interpretation notriv:
CFG-SSA-Transformed αe αn invar inEdges Entry
oldDefs oldUses defs uses 0-all phis 0-all
theorem ¬notriv.redundant g

Furthermore, the construction maintains prunedness.
theorem pruned g =⇒ notriv.pruned g

Intuitively, this result is immediately clear because we are only
removing φ functions and reconnecting other φ functions so that
they are still live. However, upon formalizing the proof, our inductive definition of the liveness predicate turned out to be unsuitable:
To show that reconnecting a φ function works, we need to know
the list of intermediary φ functions that connect it to a use site.
Therefore, we need an equivalent but ‘richer’ liveness predicate exclusively for this proof.
inductive liveVal 0 :: 0g ⇒ 0val list ⇒ bool
where
val ∈ uses g n =⇒ liveVal 0 g [val]
| [[liveVal 0 g (v#vs); phiArg g v v 0]] =⇒ liveVal 0 g (v 0#v#vs)
lemma liveVal-liveVal 0: liveVal g v ←→ ∃ vs. liveVal 0 g (v#vs)

With the new predicate in place, the theorem can be proved by
induction over the length of vs.

5.

Proof of Correctness

While the previous sections proved that the algorithm indeed constructs pruned SSA form, they did not state any connection between
the data flow in the input CFG and in the SSA CFG. This section
provides a proof of the two CFGs being semantically equivalent according to a custom small-step semantics reflecting Cytron et al.’s
SSA definition [11]:
Along any control flow path, consider any use of a
variable V (in the original program) and the corresponding
use of Vi (in the new program). Then V and Vi have the
same value.

example, the least element of it for variable types with a linear order
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definition pathsConverge g x xs y ys z ≡
g ` x−xs→z ∧ g ` y−ys→z ∧
length xs > 1 ∧ length ys > 1 ∧ x 6= y ∧
(∀ j ∈ {0..< length xs}. ∀ k ∈ {0..<length ys}. xs ! j = ys ! k
−→ j = length xs − 1 ∨ k = length ys − 1)

context CFG-SSA-wf begin
definition trivialPhi g v v 0 ≡ v 0 6= v ∧
∃ n. phis g (n, v) = {v,v 0} ∨ phis g (n, v) = {v 0}
definition trivial g v ≡ ∃ v 0. trivialPhi g v v 0
definition redundant g ≡ ∃ v. trivial g v
end

definition pathsConverge 0 g x xs y ys z ≡
g ` x−xs→z ∧ g ` y−ys→z ∧
length xs > 1 ∧ length ys > 1 ∧ x 6= y ∧
butlast xs ∩ butlast ys = {}

context CFG-SSA-Transformed-notriv begin
definition substitution g ≡
THE v 0. trivialPhi g (chooseNext g) v 0
definition substNext g ≡
λv. if v = chooseNext g then substitution g else v
definition uses 0 g ≡ λn. substNext g ‘ uses g n
definition phis 0 g ≡ λ(n,v). if v = chooseNext g
then None
else map-option (map (substNext g)) (phis g (n,v))
end

lemma
pathsConverge g x xs y ys z ←→ pathsConverge 0 g x xs y ys z
definition necessaryPhi g v z ≡
∃ n ns m ms. pathsConverge g n ns m ms z ∧
v ∈ oldDefs g n ∧ v ∈ oldDefs g m
definition cytronMinimal g ≡
∀ n v. phis g (n, v) 6= None −→ necessaryPhi g (var v) n

Figure 8. Removing a single trivial φ function

Figure 11. Definition of path convergence and minimality due to
Cytron et al.

definition cond g ≡ λ(u,p).
CFG-SSA-wf .redundant αn inEdges defs (uses(g:=u)) (phis(g:=p)) g
definition step g ≡ λ(u,p). (
CFG-SSA-Transformed-notriv.uses 0 αn defs (uses(g:=u)) (phis(g:=p)),
CFG-SSA-Transformed-notriv.phis 0 αn defs (uses(g:=u)) (phis(g:=p)))
definition substAll g ≡ while (cond g) (step g) (uses g, phis g)
definition uses 0-all g ≡ fst (substAll g)
definition phis 0-all g ≡ snd (substAll g)

for which it needs access to the traversed edge, necessitating an
inductive definition. The full definitions are shown in Figure 10.
Recalling Cytron et al.’s definition, we expect a path to a use site
in the transformed SSA CFG to yield the same state as in the original CFG. Indeed, the assumptions of the CFG-SSA-Transformed
locale are strong enough so that we can show the semantics preservation for any instance of the locale.

Figure 9. Fixed-point iteration. By referencing the locale functions explicitly, they can be supplied with adjusted uses and phis
parameters.

theorem equiv: [[g ` ns⇓s; g ` ns⇓s s 0; v ∈ uses g (last ns)]]
=⇒ s (var v) = s 0 v

We show by induction over the evaluation path that for any SSA
value v and node n from which there is a path to a use site of v,
the CFG state s of var v is equal to the SSA CFG state s0 of v.
Prominently, the proof uses the CSSA assumption in order to show
that the SSA value v 0 last defined on the path with var v 0 = var v
is indeed v itself.

definition step g m s v ≡
if v ∈ oldDefs g m then Some m else s v
inductive sem
:: 0g ⇒ 0node list ⇒ ( 0node, 0var) state ⇒ bool (- ` -⇓-)
where
g ` Entry g−ns→last ns
=⇒ g ` ns⇓(fold (step g) ns Map.empty)

6.

definition ssaStep g m i s v ≡
if v ∈ defs g m then Some m
else case phis g (m,v) of
Some phiParams ⇒ s (phiParams ! i)
| None ⇒ s v
inductive ssaSem
:: 0g ⇒ 0node list ⇒ ( 0node, 0val) state ⇒ bool (- ` -⇓s -)
where
g ` [Entry g]⇓s (ssaStep g (Entry g) 0 Map.empty)
| [[g ` ns⇓s s; last ns = predecessors g m ! i]]
=⇒ g ` (ns@[m])⇓s (ssaStep g m i s)

In their definition of SSA form, Cytron et al. give an explicit
description of places at which to insert φ functions: For any two
non-empty paths that each start from an assignment to a variable V
in the original program and converge at the same node, that node
must hold a φ function for V . We will call this the convergence
property. Cytron et al. call an SSA program minimal if it only
contains φ functions satisfying this condition, i.e., minimality is
the converse of the convergence property. Figure 11 shows our
formalization of the definition, including Cytron et al.’s original
definition of path convergence and a slightly simpler equivalent
definition we used in the proofs.
For reducible SSA CFGs without trivial φ functions, Braun et al.
give a proof that this minimality definition is satisfied by explicitly
examining converging paths. In contrast, Aycock and Horspool’s
proof builds on both instance relationship graphs and Cytron et al.’s
general minimality proof via iterated dominance frontiers, all of
which would first have to be formalized separately. Therefore, we
decided to formalize Braun et al.’s proof on top of our SSA locales.

Figure 10. Definition of CFG and SSA CFG semantics
Small-step semantics define the state of the program after executing a single instruction or, in our case, a single basic block. In
accordance to Cytron et al.’s definition, we characterize state as a
mapping of live variables to their respective current values. Since
the abstracted CFG locale has no notion of ‘values’, they can equivalently be replaced by the node each variable was last defined in.
type-synonym

( 0node, 0var)

state =

0var

*

Proof of Minimality

theorem [[reducible g; ¬redundant g]] =⇒ cytronMinimal g
corollary reducible g =⇒ notriv.cytronMinimal g

0node

The compact handwritten proof by Braun et al. expands to just
under 1000 lines of Isabelle proof code, making it the largest proof
section of this paper. Apart from few missing special cases, the basic structure of the proof did not need to be changed. There were

The small-step semantics on the original CFG simply records
all definitions in a basic block and is extended to paths over blocks
by a fold. The SSA semantics additionally executes phi functions,
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definition serial-on A r ≡
∀ x ∈ A. ∃ y ∈ A. (x,y) ∈ r

We use the test programs of the CompCertSSA compiler to measure the performance of the modified construction pass. Table 1
shows the runtime of the extracted code. For comparison, the figure
also contains the runtime of the SSA construction of CompCertSSA
that bases on Cytron et al.’s algorithm. We applied some data refinement and optimizations until the runtime of our algorithm was on
par with the runtime of the original SSA construction of CompCertSSA. Because of irreducible control flow, our algorithm generates
0.15% more φ functions on the test data than Cytron et al.’s.
We also created a family of simple test programs to investigate
the scalability of the different algorithms. The test programs follow
the following scheme but differ in the number of if statements:

theorem serial-on-finite-cycle:
[[serial-on A r; A 6= {}; finite A]]
=⇒ ∃ a ∈ A. (a,a) ∈ r+
lemma convergence:
[[necessaryPhi g (var v) n; g ` n−ns→m; v ∈ allUses g m;
∀ x. x ∈ set (tl ns) −→ v ∈
/ allDefs g x; v ∈
/ defs g n]]
=⇒ phis g (n,v) 6= None

Figure 12. Additional formalizations for Braun et al.’s minimality
proof

int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {
if (argc) { }
...
if (argc) { }

two bigger additions that were necessary to complete the formalized proof, the first of which was needed to show that an infinite
chain of φ functions eventually leads to a cycle (which holds because our CFG is finite). The relation-based proof is factored out
into a separate theory file and uses the formalization of the pigeonhole principle from the Isabelle standard library.
The second addition was more important: The handwritten
proof implicitly uses the convergence property itself, without giving a proof for it. While Cytron et al. base SSA form on the convergence property via a “definition by construction,” we would have to
prove it by use of our more abstract SSA form assumptions. However, we realized that the convergence property as defined only
holds for unpruned SSA form such as the output of Cytron et al.’s
algorithm. Therefore we had to extend it with the additional assumption of the join node being reachable from a use site. Fortunately, the minimality proof succeeds even with this weaker version. See Figure 12 for the full definitions of the additions.

7.

return 0;
}

Given n if statements, Braun et al.’s algorithm constructs n trivial φ functions that can be removed on the fly. Thus, the expected runtime of an efficient imperative implementation is O(n).
We fit the runtime results for 100, 200, . . . , 10000 if statements
against an O(na · log(n)b ) function. For our extracted code, this
results in O(n · log(n)2 ). Using the same tests for the implementation of Cytron et al.’s algorithm and the validator also results
in O(n · log(n)2 ). On the same hardware as in Table 1, the SSA
construction for the test program with 10000 if statements runs in
0.56 s for our algorithm and in 0.82 s for that of CompCertSSA.

8.

Related Work

While this paper describes the first formal minimality proof of any
SSA construction algorithm and the first formal correctness proof
of Braun et al.’s algorithm known to the authors, other SSA construction algorithms have been verified correct by use of theorem
provers.
Mansky and Gunter [16] describe and verify a simple SSA construction algorithm as an example of their generic Isabelle framework for verifying compiler optimizations. The algorithm is defined in TRANS, a language proposed by Kalvala et al. [13] for
describing optimizations as CFG transformations, and operates on
programs in a simplified programming language. Since the paper
focuses on the use of the TRANS language and the proof framework, a concise algorithm that yields neither pruned nor minimal
SSA form was chosen; it places φ functions wherever two different
definitions of a variable are reachable (which is not necessarily at a
dominance frontier). Mansky and Gunter prove that the algorithm
is partially correct, that is, the return values of the original and the
transformed program are the same. However, they do not consider
termination. Our correctness proof shows neither explicitly because
both return statements and branch conditions have been abstracted
away, but the result of state equivalence at every point in the program implies both return value and termination equivalence.
Zhao et al. [27] also present a framework for formally verifying optimizations and prove the correctness of an implementation of Aycock and Horspool’s algorithm to provide an example.
The implementation is based on Vellvm [26], a formal semantics of LLVM’s intermediate representation for the theorem prover
Coq [17]. They also prove that return values are unchanged and additionally show that a transformed program terminates and does not
enter a stuck state if the original program does the same.
Barthe et al. [8] use a validation approach within the CompCertSSA project: While the SSA construction itself is not verified,
it is followed by a formally verified validator that checks whether

Applicability and Evaluation

Our formalization is based on locales that require an instantiation
to fulfill certain assumptions. In order to show that these assumptions are consistent, we instantiated our formalizations for a simple While language. We also provide a generic instantiation from
which we extract an implementation of our algorithm in OCaml.
For more realistic test programs, we integrated a generic version of the extracted code into the CompCertSSA compiler [8],
which is written in Coq [17] and also extracted to OCaml. The original CompCertSSA compiler uses an unverified implementation of
the SSA construction algorithm by Cytron et al. that merely computes the locations of φ functions, followed by a verified validator. The validator computes the φ functions’ arguments and makes
the compilation fail if the φ function locations are incorrect. As
Cytron et al.’s algorithm only computes minimal SSA form, the
CompCertSSA compiler also contains a verified live variable analysis to achieve pruned SSA form. The result of this analysis is used
in the validator as well as in the φ placement pass. We will discuss
the advantages and drawbacks of the verified validation approach
in the related work section.
We replaced the algorithm by Cytron et al. and the subsequent
validation code with the extracted Isabelle code. Due to missing
interoperability between the two theorem provers, we had to add
some unverified OCaml glue code to match the expected data structures. Assuming the glue code is correct and the invariants of both
formal works are compatible, we obtain a formally verified compiler using our formalization of the SSA construction pass [4]. The
version published in [24] is correct even without these assumptions,
because it retains the live variable analysis and the validation pass,
trading some amount of runtime for the formal guarantees on the
Coq side.
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Braun et al.

Cytron et al.

Benchmark

Phase I

Phase II

Glue

Total

#φ

LV Analysis

φ Placement

Validation

Total

#φ

c
compression
raytracer
spass

0.06 s
0.00 s
0.02 s
0.79 s

0.02 s
0.02 s
0.02 s
1.08 s

0.02 s
0.00 s
0.01 s
0.53 s

0.10 s
0.02 s
0.04 s
2.41 s

788
594
222
15192

0.04 s
0.01 s
0.01 s
1.38 s

0.04 s
0.01 s
0.03 s
1.16 s

0.01 s
0.00 s
0.01 s
0.65 s

0.09 s
0.02 s
0.05 s
3.20 s

788
594
222
15168

Table 1. Runtime of different SSA construction phases in seconds on an Intel Core i7-3770 with 3.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM. For our
extracted code (Braun et al.) we give the runtime of both phases: Phase I corresponds to constructing pruned SSA form, whereas Phase II
is the removal of trivial φ functions. Column Glue gives the runtime of the (unverified) wrapper to match the data structures. The original
SSA construction in CompCertSSA uses a live variable analysis (column LV Analysis) for both its phases, the unverified computation
of φ locations using Cytron’s algorithm and the verified validation of the construction. Columns Total are the total running times of the
corresponding algorithms. Columns #φ are the total number of generated φ functions.
the construction produced correct SSA form and preserved the program semantics. The main advantage of the validation approach
is its significantly reduced implementation effort. Furthermore, the
validator is not restricted to a particular algorithm and might use
a highly-tuned implementation that is too complex for direct verification. On the other hand, using a validator does not guarantee
that the implementation itself is correct and terminates for all valid
inputs. Moreover, if quality guarantees, such as prunedness or minimality of the SSA form, are of interest, a validator would also have
to check the quality criterion. On the other hand, direct verification
can offer quality guarantees without any impact on runtime performance.
Demange and Fernández de Retana [12] verify the destruction
of SSA form as part of the CompCertSSA project. They first convert the SSA form to Conventional SSA (CSSA) form, and then
transform the CSSA form to a non-SSA representation. For the latter transformation they provide two variants: A simple algorithm
that is verified using their small-step operational semantics, and a
variant with copy coalescing that uses a formally verified validator.
Schneider et al. [20, 21] present the functional intermediate language IL for verified compilers. Despite its functional interpretation, IL also provides an imperative interpretation IL/I. They state
that the transformation of IL/I to IL corresponds to SSA construction, while the transformation of IL/F to IL corresponds to SSA
destruction. To show the correctness of both transformations, they
combine direct verification with formally verified validators.
All papers introducing SSA construction algorithms that are
mentioned in Subsection 2.2 include handwritten proofs of minimality and/or prunedness in their works, but no actual proof of
correctness by way of some formal semantics, which may anyway
not be very meaningful when informally reasoning about the given
pseudocodes. It is a unique feature of theorem provers to be able to
make solid claims about the very code that can later be executed or
embedded into a larger program.

9.

This involves the computation of strongly connected components,
which would increase the proof complexity considerably.
The formalization including the proofs and integration into
CompCertSSA can be found in the archive of formal proofs [24].
Ongoing work can be found on our project website [4].
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